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Abstract 

 A high percentage of world´s energy consumption is used up by office building, being its design a key 
factor in the current environmental problem. This fact make urgent to rethink the design and technical 
strategies used nowadays and the real effects and requirements of new technologies in the building 
configuration, office layouts and comfort parameters. The aims of this research paper were to analyse the 
evolution and new tendencies of working environments, the requirements to achieve comfortable workplaces 
and passive design strategies to get them, creating starting points for a MArch project. Through the use of old 
and currents precedents, this investigation looked for common architectural elements and how they improve 
the performance of these passive strategies.   
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1.  Introduction. 

 Nowadays, the office buildings are one of the main construction typology in the cities around the 
world. New financial centres have being built in a dizzy way and with low sustainable consideration in Asia, 
Middle East and South America. Moreover, the poor energy policies of developed countries are not solving the 
energy consumption of new tall buildings. As a result, almost the 50 per cent of world´s energy consumption is 
used up by this building typology (Gonçalves, 2010)

i
, being a key factor in the current environmental problem. The 

incorporation of new technologies in working spaces are changing layouts and requirements, being needed 
new efficient proposals and to re-think how the office space and the building shape should be to reduce the 
energy consumption and achieve the new space requirements. 

 The fundamental parameters of office building design can be separated in four topics. First, the 
environmental impact and energy efficiency of the building (CO2 emission and energy consumption per year). 
Second, the building´s urban impact in term of overshadowing, solar access, daylight and air flow in public 
spaces and building surrounding. Third, the identity and architectural expression of the building. Finally, the 
quality and comfort of sustainable work environments on it. Despite the fact that all these parameters are 
highly important and they have to be considered simultaneously in the design process, as a preliminary 
investigation this research paper was focused only in the analysis of the last one. 

 The concept of workplaces has evolved vertiginously in the last years because of the digital revolution. 
This has changed the requirements and configurations of work spaces, being a new issue in development. On 
the other hand, comfortable working environments are close related to high productivity and occupant´s well-
being. Companies and institutions have understood the real benefit of this for both, office workers and 
employers. To achieve the comfort on these spaces in a sustainable way is needed to introduce several 
passive strategies in the design process and in the use of the building.  

  Thus, the purposes of this research paper were to analyse the evolution and new tendencies of work 
environments in office buildings, the current requirements to achieve comfortable workplaces and the 
sustainable design strategies to get them. The objective was to create precedents and starting point for a 
MArch project, understanding the complexity of work environment´s layouts, the new demands of these 
spaces and the opportunity to reduce the energy consumption through the design strategies, achieving 
comfortable spaces. To achieve these aims, the research paper based the analysis on some literature and 
precedents, dividing the investigation in three main topics: The evolving of work environments, the 
requirements of comfort in working spaces and the passive strategies to achieve them in a sustainable way. 
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Figure 1. Industrial revolution work environment. 
From: www.theguardian.co.uk. Topical Press 
Agency/Getty Images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Working spaces 1960s. From: 

http://edition.cnn.com/2011/11/18/business/revolutio
n-workplace-future/index.html. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Google Office. From: www.chictip.com. 

 
 
Table  1. Development of office concepts. Adapted 
from Gottschalk (1994) in Harrison, Wheeler and 
Whitehead. 2004. 
 

2.  How do the working spaces have evolved? 

 “The way people work today is changing at a rate not 
experienced since the rise of the factory system in the Industrial 
Revolution”. (The Guardian. 2010)

ii 

 The evolving of working environments has been related with 
changes in the economic model, working process and new technologies, 
along the years. From agriculture to industrial revolution, there were huge 
changes in the demand of working spaces and in the structure and 
organization of working activities. Nowadays, the digital revolution has 
introduced new communication and computer technologies which are 
transforming how and where it can work. This fact is re-structuring the 
societies and the working environments, creating a new economy based 
on knowledge. This evolution can be analysed in how the working activity 
has changed, how the office layout is mutating and how the tools and 
technologies have evolved. 

 A high percentage of working activity has evolved from a manual 
and serial manufacturing to a digital and creative production. During the 
industrial revolution, each worker was part of a production line, needing 
access of tools and resources to produce (Fig. 1). In the late nineteenth 
century, according to Harrison, Wheeler and Whitehead “…, the office 
building emerged largely thanks to American innovation in construction 
and the need to service a burgeoning economy.” (2004)

iii
. The demand of 

services changed the work structure, doing the process more individual 
but still understanding the office worker as a unit of production (Harrison, 

Wheeler and Whitehead. 2004)
iv
. During the next decades, the working process 

was based on fluid communications and team works among workers, 
starting the idea of individual process and the request of opinions and 
feedbacks in team works (Fig. 2). Between 1980s and 1990s, the work 
process change radically. “The virtual world and digital tools reduce the 
need of synchronous, face to face communication and co-location of 
office workers for the purposes of carrying out defined task”. (Harrison, 

Wheeler and Whitehead. 2004)
v
.  

 Nowadays digital revolution is changing constantly the working 
activities, decentralising the production definitively. Office workers are 
part of one or more activities, individual or in team work at the same time. 
They demand more access to information and networks than physical 
spaces, but they still demand social interaction. In this new working 
process, employees have to investigate, develop new ideas, have 
confidential talks, informal presentation or group meetings, being 
impossible to achieve them in one single space (Fig. 3). 

 On the other hand, the office building layout has to be linked to 
the company and worker´s demand, encouraging the efficiency and the 
quality of the working environments. Before the digital revolution, there 
were different trends and typologies along the years, regulating the range 
of interaction and autonomy among the office workers. Institution and 
companies demanded different configurations depending on the 
requirements of control, social interaction, privacy and working structure. 
According to Gottschalk (1994) (Table 1) and Van Meel, j (2000), the main 
office layouts could be classified in cellular office, open plan office, office 
landscape and combi office. (Fig. 4).  

  “Far from reducing the importance paid to physical space, the 
focus on knowledge work and increasing productivity in the new economy 
should lead to increased emphasis on creating the “right” working space. 
Although technologies have the potential to enable people to work 
anywhere, people will still always choose to work somewhere.” (Harrison, 

Wheeler and Whitehead. 2004)
vi
.  

http://www.theguardian.co.uk/
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/11/18/business/revolution-workplace-future/index.html
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/11/18/business/revolution-workplace-future/index.html
http://www.chictip.com/
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Figure 4. Different office concepts. From: Van Meel, 

J. (2000) in Harrison, Wheeler and Whitehead. 

2004.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Multi-storey gardens in Commerzbank 

building. Source: ©Foster and Partner. 

(Book:Norman Foster Works 2) 

 

 

 

 Currently, key concepts of office layouts are changing and the 
employee´s effectiveness is the target. The density of working spaces 
has decreased enormously during the decades, being nowadays at least 
10 m

2
 per worker. As a consequence, the efficiency of the space had to 

improve in term of net to gross ratio from 60 to 80 per cent in the last 
years (Gonçalves, 2010)

vii
 and the real need of an individual workplace was 

questioned. Thus, shared rather than individual desk is a new tendency in 
office layout because of the changeable requirements of spaces and 
schedules in office workers. This strategy allows that employees can use 
different areas according to the needs of the moment, improving the 
efficient use of workstation and the office space. On the other hand, more 
communal areas than private are demanded by this new employee, 
because of the importance of social interaction and transference of 
knowledge among them. As a result, the objective is to offer a variety of 
spaces for specific activities and needs, dividing in different zones 
according to groups, noise or individual preferences (Harrison, Wheeler and 

Whitehead. 2004)
viii. In this way, cafes, halls, courtyards or gardens are 

excellent common areas which allow social interaction but demand 
central location in the buildings, becoming “office villages´ buildings” a 
great alternative. (Fig. 5). 

 “Rather than thinking of the office as a place primarily for solitary 
activity, from which one occasionally breaks out in the time and space to 
settings intended for social activity, the office is designed primarily as a 
social setting, from which one occasionally seeks out more private places 
for contemplation, concentration and confidentiality”. (Becker and Sims, 2001)

ix 

 Undoubtedly, new tools and technologies have been the main 
cause of evolution of working environments. The invention of the 
machines increased the productivity and the capacity to create, opening a 
wide field of opportunities. Artificial light, new communication systems, 
elevators and air conditioning system transformed the layout of working 
spaces. Office buildings became totally independent of external factor 
and they grew in height and density. New machines and computers 
improved the efficiency of activities and data-processing, changing 
configuration and requirement of workplaces. Finally, internet, wireless 
and digital communication eliminated the physical limits of working 
environment, widening its boundaries and creating a new virtual 
environment. 

 “…one kind of solution does not fill all, because the amount and 
relevance of individual and social activities differ across individuals and 
companies according to work styles and cultures.” (Harrison, Wheeler and 

Whitehead. 2004)
x. 

 In resume, unlike the first working environment where the people 
had to work in the same physical space, nowadays the new technologies 
have widened the limits. The 24 hours connection by Laptops, 
Blackberries or IPhones allows employees to work from almost 
anywhere. Nevertheless, the face to face contact is not being replaced for 
digital communities yet, so office spaces are still demanded. Thus, hybrid 
work layouts are an alternative, where office spaces offer physical and 
virtual elements to support the creative knowledge work demands and 
also, introduce domestic and social elements in the work environments. 
There is not a perfect solution because of the several factors combined. 
The working activity, office layout and tools´ required are only some of 
the factors in a good working environment which must be combined with 
comfort and sustainable issues. 
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Figure 6. Offices development in Dubai. From: 
http://www.panoramio.com/photo/896533 

 
 
Table 2. Thermal comfort and Air quality requirement in 
office Buildings. From CIBSE knowledge series: KS6. 
Comfort  2006 

 
Offices                         winter T°                Summer T°              ACH 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table  3. Acoustic comfort requirement in office 
Buildings. From CIBSE knowledge series: KS6. Comfort  
2006 

 
Offices                                           Noise Rating 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table  4. Visual comfort requirement in office Buildings. 
From CIBSE knowledge series: KS6. Comfort  2006 

 
Offices                                   Lux 

3. Which are the main requirements of comfort in working 
spaces?  

 As it was analysed in the previous chapter, the working spaces 
are changing in a dizzy way and with unclear targets. Nevertheless, there 
are some parameters of comfort which are still the same since the first 
office buildings. Understanding for comfort as “a state of ease and 
satisfaction of bodily wants” (http://dictionary.reference.com)

xii
, it can be said that 

parameters of air quality, thermal, visual and acoustic comfort are still 
demanded by all working spaces because of their association with 
productivity and occupants´ well-being. These factors, related with quality 
and efficiency, must be considered for architects and engineers since the 
first steps of the design process. The problem is many projects are 
achieving them by active strategies, increasing the energy consumption 
and CO2 emissions of office buildings (Fig. 6). More than discuss about the 
minimum requirements of comfort determined by public policies or 
studies; the aims of this document was to identify which the requirements 
are and old and current sustainable strategies used to achieve 
comfortable office spaces (developed in the next chapter).  

 The minimum requirement of air quality in working spaces is to 
provide an air renovation of 10 litres per second per person (Table 2). This 
value assures to provide oxygen, to dilute carbon dioxide and 
contaminants and to give a feeling of freshness. (CIBSE knowledge series: 

KS6. Comfort  2006)
xiii

.  

 In thermal comfort, there are several factors to reach good 
working spaces. The percentage of people dissatisfy should not be higher 
than 5 per cent playing an important role personal and environmental 
factors. According to Nick Baker AA´s lecture (2011)

xiv and CIBSE guide 
(2006)

xv, it was developed the next list of features and requirements for 
office buildings, but understanding that them have to be adapted 
according to the specific climate and office activities of the project: 
 

i) Clothing levels: 0.8 – 1.0 clo. 
ii) Metabolic heat production: 105 to 210 W. 
iii) Operative temperature:  -     summer: 23°C (+- 2°C)  

- winter: 21°C (+-2°C) 
iv) Relative Humidity: 40% - 70% 
v) Air velocity: 0.1 – 0.3 m/s 

 
 “The main requirement for acoustic comfort is for a sufficiently 
‘quiet’ environment to enable the task to be carried out comfortably and 
without distraction, i.e. with no unwanted sounds (noise) or vibration.” 
(CIBSE knowledge series: KS6. Comfort  2006)

xvi
. 

  
 Related to acoustic comfort, there are several strategies to avoid 
annoying sounds and their transmission by air and structures. The urban 
context and activities are fundamental factors. Some strategies are the 
use of mass as insulation and completeness division without gaps and 
cracks; the reduction of acoustic bridges in ventilation ductwork and the 
use of surfaces with high level of absorption. The accepted levels of 
noise rating (NR) vary according to the rooms and activities. (Table 3). 

 On the other hand, the visual comfort is associated to the quantity and quality of light to develop an action. 
To achieve the lux required for a specific activity (Table 4) and a uniform distribution of light in the space, the design of 
facades and workplaces´ layout are essential. Problems of glare are highly common in working spaces because of 
high percentages of window to floor ratio and the use of screens. Moreover, huge contrast and perfect homogeneity 
are not comfortable for any activity. The target must be to design building façades, avoiding over-illumination in 
perimeters and as a consequence, the use of blinds which block the daylight; and at the same time, to allow good 
daylight in the deepest areas, reducing the use of artificial lighting. 

http://www.panoramio.com/photo/896533
http://dictionary.reference.com)/
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Figure 8. Central space of HSBC Hong 
Kong. Foster and Partners. 1986. 
Source: ©Foster and Partner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Solar protection by 
vegetation. Consorcio Building.1993  
From: © Enrique Browne.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Central space of Larkin 
Administration Building, Buffalo, 
New York, 1903–05 Frank Lloyd 
Wright. From: 
http://homer.ceat.okstate.edu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Solar protection bri-solei. 
Educational and health department 
buildings 1936-46. From: © Tomas 
Swett  
 

 

 

 

 

 

“…, the architectural design of the environmental tall office building involves a complete review of the conventional 
model, challenging all aspects of design: building form, facades, materials and layout of internal spaces.” (Gonçalves, 

2010)
xvii

 

 Finally, the requirements of comfort in offices spaces have changed a lot with the incorporation of new 
technologies and working activities. Internal gains have increased and requirements of visual comfort have change 
with new devices. Moreover, the energy demand has raised and the different kinds of activities have modified the 
occupancy and density in spaces along the day, becoming highly complex to achieve comfortable environments with 
one solution. Thus, adaptive and passive systems are demanded which in many cases have to be supported by 
active systems to achieve the comfort along the year. The targets must be to reduce the demand of them as low as 
possible and to propose innovative design and technical solutions in office buildings. 

 

4. Which are the main passive strategies to achieve comfortable working spaces?  

   

 One of the main targets in an office building 
design should be achieve more comfortable spaces with 
less energy consumption and CO2 emission. To analyse 
how to get the requirements of comfort analysed in the 
last chapter with sustainable method, this document 
investigated passive strategies and architectural 
elements used in office buildings. Air conditioning (a/c) 
and artificial lighting system became buildings 
independent of external condition. They based the 
comfort on active system, increasing the energy demand 
and re-configuring the building shape. Therefore, this 
research was supported by precedents before the 1940s 
when there were not a/c and artificial lighting and the 
building configuration looked for environmental sources 
(Fig.7); and after 1980s when started the energy efficiency 
consciousness in office building´s performance (Fig.8), 
coming back to passive design and sustainable 
strategies in Europe and mechanical and electrical 
engineering solutions in U.S, principally. (Gonçalves, 2010)

xviii  

 As a result, more than high-tech and complex 
engineering solution proposed for many projects, the 
strategies of environmental design considered in this 
paper were related with passive solutions and 
architectural components. It can be assumed that the 
three main passive strategies are related to solar 
protection, daylight and natural ventilation, being the last 
one the target of this investigation. 

 Because of the high internal gains produced by 
occupancy and devices, the reduction of solar gains is 
crucial to get comfortable spaces. Solar protection by 
shading elements (Fig.9), vegetation (Fig.10) or double skin 
facade are some of the possible strategies to avoid the 
solar incidence on facades and inside spaces. A 
preliminary studio about the use of vegetation in façade 
was developed in the research paper of the Term I.  

 Associated with productivity in workplaces, a 
good daylight is vital in term of occupant´s well-being and 
energy reduction. Latitude, climate, orientation, urban 
surrounding and user´s targets are important parameters 
to define a minimum daylight factor required and as a 
consequence, to determine the best window to floor ratio, 
design strategies and how they have changed along the 

http://homer.ceat.okstate.edu/
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Figure 12.  Scheme of re-direction of 
daylight. HSBC Hong Kong. Foster 
and Partners. 1986. Source: ©Foster 
and Partner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14.. Apertures in Swiss-Re 
Building. Foster and Partners 2004. 
From: © Grant Smith. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Scheme of ventilation,. 
Commersbank building. Frankfurt. 
Foster and Partner 1997. From: © 
Norman Foster. (Drawings 1958 –
2008 Exhibition.) 
 

Figure 11. Jonhson Wax 

Headquaters. (F. L. Wright 1939). 
From: www.redalyc.uaemex.mx 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Openable windows in 
Flatiron Building. D. Burnham  
1902.From: © Tomas Swett. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15. Section Wainwright 
Building, St. Louis. Louis Sullivan 
1891. From: ©greatbuilding.com 
 

building´s height. Buildings before 1940s are excellent 
precedents of lit naturally workplaces (Fig.11). “…, the 
efficacy of diffuse daylight is higher than artificial lighting 
system, which besides using energy, also heat up 
internal space”. (Gonçalves, 2010)

xix
.  Thermal and efficiently 

better than artificial light, daylight can be improved by 
several architectural strategies as atriums, voids or 
skylights (Fig. 12). 

 Nevertheless, this investigation was focused on 
the benefit of natural ventilation and how thermal mass, 
atriums, sky gardens, proportion of internal spaces, 
window to floor ratio and user´s control help this strategy 
to achieve comfortable and sustainable working 
environment. 

 Natural ventilation is an effective method to 
reduce the air temperature and also to create a cooling 
sensation in working spaces. Avoiding the use of air 
conditioning, this strategy increases the heat losses by 
convection and renews the air, improving the air quality. 
Both goals, to reduce the energy consumption (A/C and 
extractors) and the CO2 emission (in building based on 
fossil fuel), can be achieved.  

 The effectiveness of this strategy is based on 
climatic, design and operative factors. In climate with 
outside favourable factors the use of natural ventilation is 
highly effective. Wind protection in upper levels is 
required to control the air velocity below 0.3 m/s, being 
the second skins´ strategies a good solution. On the 
other hand, the design of façade have to be related to 
solar and wind orientation; position and distribution of 
window´s apertures (Fig.13-14) and external elements 
(shading or structure) which could block the natural 
ventilation (Gonçalves, 2010)

xx.  

 The proportion of the inside spaces (height 
versus depth) is fundamental to achieve effective natural 
ventilation. Floor to ceiling height of 3 m is extremely 
recommended to increase the air flow in inside spaces. 
This height permits to increase the altitude between the 
possible apertures, raising the pressure. The rule of 
thumb of passive zone (2:1) suggests that with this 
height, the distance between core and façade does not 
be more than 7 m in office buildings (common depth plan 
in U.S is usually 12-13 m and in Germany and Holland is 
7 m. (Gonçalves, 2010)

xxi. In this way, narrow floor plates or 
the incorporation of voids and atriums were and come 
back again to be useful strategies to allow cross 
ventilation or double ventilated façade (fig. 15-16). Besides, 
new building shapes, sky courts and gardens, and the 
division in vertical villages benefit the building 
performance, increasing the ventilation, social interaction, 
daylight and relation to outside spaces (Fig. 17-26). The 
ventilation strategy´s designed (one side / cross / atriums 
/ stack effect) is also linked with the offices layouts, being 
cellular layout better for one-side and open-plans or 
landscape layout for cross ventilation. 

 

http://arcserv2.uwaterloo.ca/portfolio/mjzupan/commerzbank/Interiors.htm
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Figure 27. Thermal Mass in GSW Headquater. Berlín. Sauerbruch Hutton 
Architects. From: ©Sauerbruch Hutton Architects 
 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In the same line, the use of thermal mass helps in the effectiveness of ventilation. Because of the high internal 
gains of office environments the occupancy pattern during the day, thermal mass can helps reducing the 
temperature´s fluctuation, absorbing the part of the heat during the day and releasing during the night. As the heat go 
up, it is recommended to use thermal mass in ceiling, thus natural ventilation reduces the inside temperature by 
convection. 

 Moreover the building´s height, the urban 
surrounding and the area of the window´s apertures, 
another important factor is the user´s control and facades 
adaptability in front of climatic changes and different 
office layouts in the same building. It is very complex to 
support the control and window operation in user 
perceptions. Despite the psychological and physic 
benefit, users have to be trained and the option of 
aperture restricted. On the other hand, the constant 
changes of office requirements and layouts have to be 
considered in the system proposed, allowing an effective 
performance in different scenarios (Fig. 27). 

 Despite the fact that natural ventilation has 
several benefits, this passive strategy will not be enough 
to achieve the thermal comfort if there is high internal 
gain and the climatic factors are not good. Problems of 
security, pollutions, noise and windy context also have to 
be considered before its applications.  

Figure 19: Commersbank 

building. 1997. Source: 

©Foster and Partner. 

Figure 17. Larkin  Building. 
From: 
www.carusostjohn.com 

 

Figure 20. GSW 

Headquater. Berlín1999. 

Source: ©Bitter + Bredt 

Figure 18. HSBC Hong 

Kong.. 1986. Source: 

©Foster and Partner 

Figure 21. Swiss-Re Building. 
2004. Source: ©Foster and 
Partners  

 

Figure 22. Section,  Larkin  
Building. From: © 2009 the 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Fundation. 

Figure 25. Section, 

GSW Headquater. 

Berlín1999. Source: 

©Sauerbruch Hutton 

Architects ©Bitter + 

Bredt 

Figure 24: Section, 

Commersbank building. 

1997. Source: ©Foster and 

Partner. 

Figure 23. Section, HSBC 

Hong Kong.. 1986. Source: 

©Foster and Partner 

Figure 26. Section, Swiss-Re 
Building. 2004. Source: 
©Foster and Partners  
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5. Conclusion 

 Working spaces have been deeply influenced and modified by technologies and innovations during its 
history. The working layout, comfort parameters and design strategies have evolved unequally and without 
common targets. The challenge is to understand the tendencies and requirements of each item and combine 
them to achieve a good working environment. The question is how should be this space? 

 New office layouts are demanding more communal areas than before and a flexible use of the space 
because of the wide range of activities that one employee do along the day. More than one repetitive activity in 
one workstation, they develop several actions and the physical limits have disappeared. A new virtual 
dimension and the access to information and network are essential. However, the social interaction is still a 
key issue in working activities so the need of office building continues but with new requirements and 
configurations. The question is in which direction does the office layout have to be modified? 

 On the other hand, there are clear parameters of thermal, visual, acoustic and air quality comfort for 
European and North American countries. But, they have to be adapted according to the different climates 
where office buildings are built. Also, the effects of new technologies are changing the requirements of thermal 
and visual comfort in working spaces. Visual comfort must be obtained by design strategies, incorporating new 
activities and technologies as touch screen walls, digital projection or changeable layouts, among others. 
Thermal comfort has to be achieved by passive strategies with lower support of active systems, being 
essential the reduction of internal and solar gains. The question is how do the parameters of comfort have to 
be updated because of the presence of new technologies in working spaces? 

 Despite the fact that there are effective passive strategies to reduce the energy demand, since 1950s 
until today, mostly all office buildings base the comfort on the use of active systems. Old and some currents 
precedents present solar protection, daylight and natural ventilation strategies which are sustainable solutions 
to achieve comfortable spaces. Atriums, voids, sky gardens, double skins, narrow floor plates and new 
building shapes are some of the design elements which have been re-taken in a new office building´s design. 
According to the climate and urban surrounding, some solutions are more effective than other, being 
fundamental to test their real benefits to select the best option. 

 Finally, this research was an introductory investigation in working environments in office building 
which did not pretend to establish final solution. Climate, urban surroundings, specific working activities and 
companies and employees´ demand are essential in the design of a comfortable working space. The final 
objective was to create starting point of investigation and precedents to develop a MArch project in office 
building.  
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